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Abstract 
Electrical power systems often operate with significantly larger numbers of small-scale highly dispersed generation units. The 
need to mange, operate, monitor and control the performance of these systems has increased the requirements of finding new 
control venues that facilitate achieving a reliable automation that makes disturbance monitoring, classifications and 
measurements a common practice for utilities. In order to operate such power systems securely and efficiently it will be 
necessary to monitor and control output levels and scheduling when connecting such generation to a power system especially 
when it is typically embedded at the distribution level. Traditional monitoring and control technology that is currently employed
at the transmission level is highly centralized and not scalable to include such significant increases in distributed and embedded
generation. This paper presents an ongoing research work that defines an agent-based distribution architecture that supports ad
hoc and automated system configurations emphasizing the strategies for achieving, locating and isolating faults without 
degrading the quality of services. The overall network is viewed as a cooperative distributed electric power system (CDEPS) and
modelled as distributed intelligent agents that work together to achieve a common global goal in an ambient setting. The 
architecture provides organization interaction protocols that manage, control and restore power to the faulty points within a 
network of cooperative distributed power systems. A formal specification of the coordination protocols is represented using an 
Input / Output Automata model. 
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1. Introduction
The high degree of collaborative work needed in such large-scale electric power systems implies that developers
and researchers should think of other venues that can manage and automate this collaboration efficiently. The 
coordination structure has to react in a timely manner to unscheduled events or failures and respond to current 
system situations. In the conventional point-to-point interaction configuration, entities interact directly with each 
other to provide controlled and directed coordination. However, this configuration is both inflexible and 
computationally expensive. In this work we model the power system network environment as cooperative 
distributed electric power systems (CDEPS), in which entities are able to exercise some degree of authority in 
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sharing their capabilities. In this context, an entity can be categorized in terms of three types of roles service-
provider (electric Utility) and service-requester (Customer) and a service-Coordinator.  
2. Literature Review 
In multi-owners systems the electric power will be exchanged at several points along the generation, transmission 
and distribution systems and the reliability of electric power should be monitored at each physical location where 
ownership is transferred [1] [12] [14]. The distributed power monitoring devices are integrated into a monitoring 
system that collects, compares, and analyzes the information that has gathered at several monitoring sites [5] [6] 
[19]. In [13], the focus was on developing an e-Services based coordination infrastructure for power distribution. 
The approach is based on the Open Services Gateway Initiative (OSGi) model and comprises of various components 
that are integrated and correlated to enable effective monitoring and management of electrical equipment and 
optimization of power usage [15] [13]. Web based technologies and Grid services architecture were suggested as 
new infrastructure to build coordination services to monitor remote and distributed power systems. A Web services 
based frameworks for power system security assessment was proposed [17] [18] [20]. In [8] numerical relays 
implemented with intelligent electronic devices are designed as a relay agent to perform a protective relaying 
function in cooperation with other relay agents. A Multiagent system (MAS) for fault isolation and power 
restoration is proposed [16] [10] [20]. The previous approaches extend the capability of a specific class of power 
systems by developing auxiliary tools that facilitate the coordinated control of traditional control centers. However, 
our proposed approach views the distributed electric power system as a cooperative ambient environment and 
modeled as distributed intelligent agents that work together to achieve a common global goal.  
3. A Cooperative Agent-Based Architecture 
A key aspect of agent-orientation is the ability to design artifacts that are able to perceive, reason, interact and act 
in coordinated fashion  5]. In typical power distribution system architectures, service providers and consumers need 
to keep track and monitor the operation conditions in direct point-to-point-interaction mode. Clearly, in such 
distributed and heterogeneous environment the interaction often takes complex interaction processes. Under open-
market operation and from the engineering perspective, it is cost-effective, to have a separation of responsibilities in 
the development of power system applications, that allows designers and developers to direct their attention to 
solving particular application’s problems in a manner and semantics most suitable to the local perspective. As 
shown in Fig. 1, the architecture is viewed as a layered architecture and modeled as a network of distributed, 
autonomous and intelligent agents that work together to achieve a common and global goal for complex large-scale 
power systems operating under multi-owners. The architecture comprises three types of agents that play different 
roles: service providers, service coordinator, and service consumers. 
Fig. 1. The Proposed Architecture 
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Both the consumer and the service provider agents have the local view of their own prospective sub-system at the 
transmission and/or the distribution levels. A consumer is an agent with goals beyond its capability while a provider 
is an agent that is able to provide some specific services (power utilities) in the domain. The coordination layer's 
agent has a knowledge base of the available service providers along with the involved consumers.  
3.1. The Interaction Protocols 
The interaction protocols are viewed as patterns representing both message communication and the 
corresponding constraints. A message consists of a sender, a set of receivers, “type” of message and message 
“content”. For readability purposes, we list the interaction protocols using the message type only. Each system 
component is modeled as an I/O automaton with an action labeling each transition. An automaton’s actions are 
classified as either “input”, “output” or “internal”. In the specifications, we use the following variables and 
parameters: 
x reqID, provID,  and brokID respectively from the identity of a service requester, service provider, and the 
coordination layer’s agent. 
x requestForService, is a tuple <reqID,  serName, reqPerf>
x organizeProposal, is a tuple that consists of the following <provID, serPar>, representing the proposed 
organization process offered by the coordination layer  where serPar is a tuple consisting of the following <input,
output, time>,  where input,, represents the type of input needed for the service execution, output, represents the 
type of output that result after the service execution and time, the required time needed to restore power to the 
faulty services  
x settingStorage is an indexed storage that holds all the new and old operational settings. 
x restoreProcess is a list of the following {oldSettings, newSettings, reqID, ProvID}, where oldSettings, represents 
the old protection settings prior to the system interruption and newSettings, represents the new protection settings 
after the system interruption 
x fault, has a value True indicates a fault is existing. 
x locatedFault is a Boolean that has a value of True when  a fault has been located 
x isolatedFaultFlag has the value True when an isolation process is executed successfully. 
x SettingFlag indicates a value of True when a restoration process has been successfully performed.
x  faultLocationStorage is an indexed storage that holds results of the locations of the faulty services. 
x requestStorage is an indexed storage that holds request for services from various service requesters. 
3.1.1. Fault Locating Process 
Upon receiving a notification message informing about irregular operation conditions (either form the service 
requester or the service providers), the coordination layer analyzes the nature of these notifications and thus 
determines any possible potential failure(s). In case of a failure, the coordination layer issues a Request For Faults 
(RFF) message to all the agents within the managing zone in order to determine the nature of the event and its 
location.
1.  Receive (“Request”) – A service request is received by the Coordination Layer. 
2.  Send (“RFF”) – Sending a request for faults call to all substations agents. 
3.  Receive (“Inform”) – receiving a notification of the fault (s). 
4.  Send (“Inform-Done”) – A message is sent to all the substations agents indicating that a fault has been 
located.
3.1.2. Isolating Process 
Once a failure is detected, the coordination layer generates the control signals and hence sends it to all the 
involved service provider and service consumer agents to take the appropriate protection steps. The coordinator 
sends a notification messages to the affected locations to switch to their own local optimum (for example, switching 
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to UPS) and determine all possible feeders for supplying the affected consumers. The pattern is as follows: 
1.  Send (“RFF”) – Sending a request for faults call to all substations agents. 
2.  Receive (“Inform”) – receiving a notification of the fault (s). 
3.  Send (“Inform-Done”) – A message is sent to all substation agents indicating that a fault has been isolated.  
4.  Send (“Request”) – sending a message that contains the isolation process along with the inherent parameters. 
3.1.3. Re-organizing Process 
The restoration process might be either conducted by utilizing the old protection settings prior to the system 
interruption or by initiating the new settings that need to be applied by all the affected participants within the power 
network managing zone. In case of new settings, the coordination agent informs all involved entities to take relevant 
action such as updating relay settings and in return all agents report the new settings' conditions to the coordinator. 
1.  Send (“Inform”) – Inform all the agents within the CDPES network to the faulty location utilize the 
generated isolation preferences. 
2. Send (“Request”) – A message with the organization setting is sent to all the CDPES entities to indicate the 
proposed restoration process. 
3.  Receive (“Inform-Done”) – receiving a notification of a successful restoration of a particular setting. 
3.1.4. The Coordination Automaton 
The action signatures of the coordination layer include the following subsets of actions. 
Input Actions   All input actions are referred by the “receive” action to represent that the environment is the source 
of the action.
x receive(request(requestForService))-- A request for service received from a requester. 
x receive(Inform(provID,fault) -- Result of a fault notification is received from the service providers. 
x receive(Inform-Done(reqID, provID, serviceSetting))-- A message received from the requester and the service 
provider indicating the receipt of a service setting.  
x receive(Inform-Done(reqID, provID, organizeProposal))-- A message received from the requester and the service 
provider indicating the receipt of a proposed  organization procedure.  
Output Actions All output actions are referred by the “send” action to represent that the Negotiator is the source of 
the action. 
x send(RFF(provID)) -- A request for fault message is sent to the service providers. 
x send(Inform(reqID, ProvID, organizeProposal) — Informing all the agents within the CDPES environment about 
the required organization proposal.  
x send(Inform(reqID, provID ,restoreProcess) -- Informing all the agents within the CDPES environment about the 
required restoration process. 
Internal Actions
x store(requetFsorServicest, requestStorage). 
x store(fault, faultLocationStorage )  
x remove(requetFsorServicest, requestStorage). 
x remove(fault, faultLocationStorage )  
x evaluate(fault, restoreProcess)  
x store(restoreProcess, settingStorage)  
States
x wait: is the initial state of the coordination layer which represent two possible values, true or false 
x RequestAccessed: represents the state in which the coordination layer has received a service request that need to 
be served.   
x Organization: denotes the state in which the coordination layer is in the process of executing the required new 
organizing scheme.  
x Restoration: represents the current restoration process 
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x RequestedFaults: represents the state where the coordination agent has issued RFF message to various CDPES 
participants. 
x Evaluation: represents the state where the coordination layer is in the process of evaluating the located fault. 
Receive(Request(requestForService)) 
 Precondition: 
  Wait :=True 
 Effect: 
  RequestAccessed := True, Wait 
=False
receive(Inform(provID,fault) 
 Precondition: 
  Wait :=False 
 Effect: 
  Fault := True
receive((Inform-Done(reqID, provID, erviceSetting)) 
 Precondition: 
  Fault :=True 
 Effect: 
  Fault := True 
evaluate(fault, restoreProcess)
 Precondition: 
 isloatedFaulFlagt :=True 
 Effect: 
  settingFlag := True
send(Inform(reqID, ProvID, 
rganizeProposal)
 Precondition: 
  Fault :=True 
 Effect: 
 isolatedFaultFlag:=True 
4. Design and Implementation Directives 
 Agents playing the role los service consumers and service providers are called domain agents. An agent plying 
the consumer role delegates the resolution of any irregular power condition failure resolutions or power provision 
requests to the coordination layer. The functionality of the domain agent playing the role of a provider agent 
includes receiving request for fault notifications, status and the engagement in different interaction protocols with 
the coordination layer and fulfills any desired requests relevant to power provision. The coordination agent is 
composed of two components namely, the knowledge and capability as shown in. The knowledge includes self-
model, models of the other agents (i.e. consumers and providers) and the domain specification such as the sensitivity 
levels of the costumer equipments, network settings, optimum operation curves and the various available power 
sources. A prototype of the proposed architecture was developed as a distributed power network using using JADE 
[13], a FIPA-based framework [14].  
The coordination agent's problem-solver component contains a set of Jade behavior classes (simpleBehaviors and 
cyclicBehaviors) that represent the agent’s platform tasks such as registration with the directory facilitator (DF) 
service and to handle the incoming messages from both the consumer and the service provider agents. The cyclic 
behavior class equips the coordination agent with ability to check for service requests, notifications and irregular 
operation conditions. The communication component is implemented as a set of classes that inherit the 
jade.Core.Agent and jade.lang.acl.ACLMessage existing classes of the jade platform. These classes provide means 
to construct, send and receive messages via several FIPA performatives such as REQUEST, INFORM, INFORM-
DONE, QUERY-IF, etc. The communication component utilizes the Jade class ACLMessage which implements an 
ACL message compliant to the FIPA ACL Message Structure Specification. Agents are able to get contents and set 
the content of a particular message by overriding the setContent and getContent. methods. 
5. Conclusion 
Power system networks can be modeled and implemented as Cooperative Distributed Systems. The network is 
viewed as a collection of autonomous agents that act independently and cooperate in providing coordinated control 
to different consumers and providers according to mutual interests. The proposed architecture provides management 
ability and coordination activities that enhance the overall connectivity of distributed, autonomous, and possibly 
heterogeneous power resources. Agent technology has been viewed as one of the key technologies for supporting 
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interaction and coordinated control in heterogeneous open environments. The interaction protocols allow the 
coordination agent to prepare higher-level commands that exchange event-driven real-time communications and 
generate task-driven teams of cooperative agents that carry out coordinated management. The protocols are 
described in terms of a combination of the different interactions within the coordination layer and the possible 
interactions with the domain entities using the Input / Output Automata (IOA). 
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